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Abstract

We showed that cyclic strain (CS) of osteoblastic cells induced tyrosine phosphorylation of two homologous tyrosine kinases FAK and PYK2 and of two homologous adaptor proteins Paxillin and Hic5, with similar kinetics. Immunostaining showed that all four proteins where localised to focal contacts in controls. In contrast, the dynamics of their subcellular localisation observed after CS differed. While FAK and paxillin remained at the focal contact, Hic-5 and PYK2 translocated outside ventral focal contacts as early as 30 min after CS and were sequestered by the cytoskeleton. Co-immunoprecipitation showed that the association PYK2/Hic-5 and PYK2/FAK increased with time after strain while that of Paxillin and Hic-5 decreased. Altogether these results suggested that CS regulate focal contact activity in osteoblasts by modulating PYK2-containing complexes in particular by shuttling out of the focal contact the adaptor Hic-5 and favouring the anchorage of FAK within contacts.
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Running Title: PYK2/Hic-5 and PYK2/FAK association under cyclic strain
INTRODUCTION

It is now well evidenced that mechanical strain plays a major role in the maintenance of bone mass. Osteoblasts, the bone forming cells appear to be the key effectors of osteogenic mechanical stimuli and in vivo studies suggested that loading-induced increase in bone formation was related to an increase in osteoblast recruitment (1). However, the molecular mechanisms that mediate this response are not clearly identified. Several lines of evidence suggested that integrins, which represent a convergence point of several signals and transmit tension to extracellular matrix (ECM) and to the intracellular structures, including the nucleus, are essential for the signal transduction of a mechanical stimulus (5). In a previous study, we showed that cyclic stretching of osteoblasts induced an increase in size and number of adhesion plaques, immuno-stained with phosphotyrosine antibodies, demonstrating the involvement of integrins in osteoblastic mechanotransduction (3). Furthermore, we showed that the strain-induced mitogenic response of osteoblast-like cells depended upon ERK activation under the control of FAK and PYK2 (4), two yrosine kinases which colocalize to the adhesion plaques (5). FAK and PYK2 are closely related in their overall structure with about 46% sequence identity (65% similarity) over their entire length (6). They are both phosphorylated by integrin binding (7, 8, 9); however, PYK2 can also be activated by intracellular calcium changes. Interestingly, it was recently shown in F9 cells that adhesion-dependent activation of ERK is mediated by FAK-paxillin binding (10). Paxillin is an adaptor molecule of 559 amino-acids which contains numerous potential protein-protein binding sites, including proline-rich regions, SH2 binding sites and four LIM domains (11, 12, 13). Beside FAK, paxillin interacts with several other protein such as Src family-SH3 domains (14) and vinculin (15). Hic-5, a protein with high homology with paxillin was shown to share some of its binding partners such as FAK, PYK2, Csk, vinculin, and PTP-PEST (16). Hic-5 can be
phosphorylated on tyrosine residues, although the sites of tyrosine phosphorylation in paxillin are not conserved in Hic-5 (17). Interestingly, unlike their respective homologues paxillin and FAK, both Hic-5 and PYK2 are not exclusively found at the adhesion plaque. Indeed, Hic-5, which bears a NES sequence, was reported to shuttle to the nucleus under various stimuli (18), while PYK2 was observed into both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. It has been reported recently in smooth muscle cells, that HIC-5 is sequestered by actin-stress fibers under mechanical strain (19). These differential subcellular localisations suggested that these focal adhesion proteins might play a role in mechanotransduction (19) and transcription of target genes (20). In this context, our aim was to further analyse the kinetics of activation and subcellular localisation of PYK2 and HIC-5 in osteoblast-like cells submitted to mitogenic mechanical strain.

MATERIALS and METHODS

Materials

Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (P0448) and Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated horse anti-mouse (P0447) antibodies were obtained from DAKO. Anti-Ptyr (PY99) and anti-FAK (H-1) antibodies were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). The anti-PYK2 mouse monoclonal antibody was obtained from Transduction Laboratories (Montluçon, France). The anti-paxillin mouse monoclonal was obtained from Upstate Biotechnology (Mundolsheim, France) and the anti-Hic-5 mouse monoclonal clone 34 was obtained from BD Biosciences Pharmingen (Le Pont-De-Claix, France). ECL detection reagents were purchased from Pierce (Montluçon, France). Stripping solution Re-Blot Plus was obtained from Chemicon International (Temecula, CA).

Cell culture
We used ROS 17/2.8 osteoblast-like cells, a well-defined cell line (21) with the characteristics of mature osteoblasts (alkaline phosphatase activity, osteocalcin and type I collagen expression, and ability to mineralize), and the MC3T3-E1 mouse osteoblastic cell line. Cells were grown in humidified atmosphere with 5% CO₂ at 37°C. ROS 17/2.8 cells were cultured in DMEM, and MC3T3-E1 cells in α-MEM, both supplemented with 10% FCS, 2mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and 0.1mg/ml streptomycin. After reaching a subconfluent state, cells were trypsinized with 1X trypsin-EDTA, counted and plated.

**Cyclic deformation**

The Flexcell Strain Unit Fx-3000 (Flexcell Corp, McKeeseport, PA) was used for application of mechanical stretch to osteoblasts (22). Cells were plated in six well tissue culture dishes with type I collagen-coated flexible silicone bottoms at 1.10⁴ cells per cm² density for seventy two hours after seeding, cells were serum-starved overnight and then subjected to mechanical deformation. Mechanical deformation was induced with a Flexercell Strain Unit (Bioflex, Flexcell Corp, McKeeseport, PA), which consists in a vacuum manifold regulated by solenoid valves that are controlled by a computer timer program. Six buttons insert into each plate, each allowing a uniform magnitude of the strain across 85% of the surface of a flexible well. For these experiments, an 80 kilopascals negative pressure was applied to each culture plate, through an air pump, bottoms were deformed to a known percentage of elongation and then releasing the membranes to their original shape. The experimental regimens used in this study delivered 1% elongation and at a rate of 15 cycles/min (2s deformation period followed by a 2s neutral position). Cells remained adherent, and the deformation of the membrane is directly transmitted to cells. Cells grown on unstretched Bioflex plates were used as controls.

**Immunoprecipitation**

Cells were lysed in buffer (25 mM tris PH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1% IGEPAL, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50mM sodium fluoride, 10Mm Sodium Pyrophosphate, 1mM
AEBSF, 0.1 Unit/ml aprotinin, 10µg/ml leupeptin, 1mM Sodium orthovanadate). Lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 30min. Supernatant were transferred to fresh tubes. Protein concentration of lysates was determined with the bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL).

Immunoprecipitations were typically performed with 1-2mg of cell lysate and 2µg of purified monoclonal or polyclonal antibody. After incubation at 4°C for 2h on rotating device, immune complexes were precipitated at 4°C overnight on rotating device by using protein A sepharose (Sigma, St-Quentin Fallavier, France). Immunoprecipitates were washed three times with lysis buffer and extracted in 2X SDS-PAGE sample buffer (125mM Tris-HCl,pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 10% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.025% bromophenol blue) by 5min boiling and electrophoresed by SDS-PAGE and analysed by western blotting.

**Western blot analysis**

After SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad,Hercules,CA). After transfer, membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat dried milk in PBS, pH 7.4, and incubated overnight at 4°C with the anti-p-Tyr (PY99) , anti-FAK, anti-PYK2, anti-Paxillin ,or anti-Hic-5 antibodies, 0.1 µg/ml. Membranes were washed three times with TBS (0.1% Tween 20) and then incubated with secondary antibodies (peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit,1:2000 or horse anti-mouse,1:6000) for 1h at room temperature. After washing three times with TBS, 0.1% Tween 20, the immunoreactive bands were visualized using ECL detection reagents. Immunoblot were stripped with mild antibody stripping solution and reprobed. Levels of tyrosine phosphorylation and the amounts of protein were quantified using a software Scion Image program for densitometry analysis (Scion Corporation, suite H, Maryland). Each band was normalized to the total protein level in the respective sample. Immunoblots shown in this paper are representative of at least two separate experiments.
**Immunofluorescence image analysis.**

Immunostaining was performed on stretched and control cells at various time points after the end of the stimulation. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, washed with cold PBS and permeabilized with 0.1% triton X-100 in PBS for 2 min. Anti-FAK, anti-PYK2, anti-Paxillin, or anti-Hic-5 antibodies (1:100 in PBS/BSA 1%) were applied for 1H at 37°C and cells were rewashed in PBS on a rocking platform. Cells were incubated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG (1:100 in PBS/BSA 1%) for 1h at 37°C. Immunostaining was observed with fluorescence microscope (Leica DMRB, Lyon, France) and acquired with a cooled CCD camera (CoolSNAP.fgx, Roper Scientific, Evry, France) with Metaview system software (Universal Imaging Corp, Downingtown, PA, USA).

**RESULTS**

**Tyrosine phosphorylation of pp125\(^{\text{FAK}}\), PYK2, Paxillin and HIC-5 induced by mitogenic cyclic strain.**

Tyrosine phosphorylation of cellular proteins was examined by immuno-blotting using anti-phosphotyrosine monoclonal antibody. In response to cyclic strain, a time-dependent tyrosine phosphorylation of several proteins was observed in rat osteosarcoma cell line (ROS 17/2.8) cells (Fig 1A) as well as in the mouse osteoblastic cell line MC3T3-E1 (data not shown). We found 2 clusters of proteins detected at 110 -125 kDa and at 50 and 65 kDa that might correspond to FAK/PYK2 and paxillin/Hic-5, respectively. The increase in tyrosine phosphorylation level was detected as early as the end of strain and was extended up to 4h for both clusters. In order to identify more precisely the phosphorylation time course of the four focal contact proteins, we first performed an immunoprecipitation of pp125\(^{\text{FAK}}\) and PYK2 from lysates of static and stretched cells and probed with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody. FAK
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phosphorylation increased in a time dependent manner (Fig 1B). As for PYK2, its phosphorylation increased immediately after strain (Fig 1C) and persisted after 4h. We then immunoprecipitated Paxillin and Hic-5 from lysates of static and stretched cells and probed with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody. High levels of Paxillin phosphorylation began immediately after strain (Fig 1D) as well as Hic-5 and remained at the same level at 4h (Fig 1E).

**Distinct localisations of focal contact proteins induced by cyclic strain.**

As the time course of phosphorylation of the four focal contact proteins was roughly similar, we focalized on the relocalisation and physical interactions of these proteins under cyclic strain. The homologous proteins paxillin and Hic-5 exhibited different subcellular localisations induced by mechanical strain. Paxillin immunofluorescence staining essentially localized to focal adhesion plaques and remained unchanged in strained compared to control cells (Fig 2A). In contrast, Hic-5 immunostaining showed a significant fraction of Hic-5 protein shuttling from the focal contact to the cytoplasm 30 min. after strain and appeared associated with fibrillar structures of the cytoskeleton after 240 min (Fig. 2C). FAK remained at the focal contact regardless of the time point observed (Fig. 2B). In contrast, PYK2 shuttled from focal contact to perinuclear regions of the cytoplasm 30 min after strain, this diffuse cytoplasmic localization observed under basal conditions was resumed 240 min after strain (Fig. 2D). In order to illustrate more precisely the Hic-5 localisation after cyclic strain, we visualised Hic-5 in the nuclear plane 30’ after strain (Fig. 3A) and found that Hic-5 was not present in the nucleus, moreover in the same field, punctuated staining were detected in apical structures of the cells (Fig. 3B) demonstrating that central staining observed in Fig. 2B & 2C could not be attributed to a nuclear translocation of Hic-5 under strain. Using a larger
magnification, we demonstrated that Hic-5 was clearly associated with fibrillar structures 240’ after strain (white arrows) (Fig. 3C).

**Interactions between focal contact proteins are modified by cyclic strain.**

In the present study, co-immunoprecipitation experiments evidenced a strong and constant interaction between Paxillin and PYK2 regardless of the mechanical condition (Fig. 4A). Association between PYK2 and Hic-5 increased in a time-dependent manner under strain (Fig 3C) as well as the association of PYK2 and FAK (Fig. 4D). These associations were specifically induced by cyclic strain because as demonstrated by the absence of complexes in unstrained cells. Conversely, the association between Hic-5 and paxillin decreased during the 240 minutes of recovery after strain (Fig 4B). These results suggest that paxillin and FAK which are both phosphorylated under mechanical stimulus remained localized to the focal contact. In contrast, a fraction of PYK2 and Hic-5 shuttled out of focal contact inducing a release of Hic-5 from paxillin. Interestingly, in the same time, we observed a strengthening of PYK2/FAK association under mechanical strain (Fig. 4D) suggesting a central role of PYK2 in osteoblasts submitted to cyclic strain.

**DISCUSSION**

We previously showed that tyrosine kinases FAK and PYK2 are critical for strain-induced increase in osteoblastic proliferation (3). However, knowing the complexity of the relationships between their signalling partners, further analyses were needed to begin to decipher their respective role in osteoblastic mechanotransduction pathways. In endothelial cells exposed to hemodynamic shear stresses, the spatial reorganization of focal adhesion proteins associated with mechanotransduction plays a major role, especially because the forces vary greatly over subcellular distances (23). Thus, we investigated spatiotemporal
components of signalling molecules such as FAK, Paxillin and their homologues PYK2 and Hic-5 in osteoblasts.

In the present study, beside FAK and PYK2, we found that paxillin and its homologue Hic-5 were also tyrosine-phosphorylated under mechanical strain. These four proteins localised to focal contacts under basal conditions and cyclic strain led to a shuttling of a Hic-5/PYK2 complex out of the focal contacts while FAK and paxillin remained to the focal contacts throughout the time points considered. Interestingly, the Hic-5/paxillin association decreased under mechanical strain. This suggested that, in unstrained cells, paxillin sequestered Hic-5 at the focal adhesion sites and that mechanical strain led to a release of Hic-5 from paxillin. Hic-5 and paxillin share many similar binding partners, but it was shown that Hic-5 antagonizes paxillin functions. For instance, the LD3 motif of Hic-5, which corresponds to the paxillin LD4 motif, is required for Hic-5 mediated inhibition of cell spreading, possibly by sequestering FAK from paxillin (24). Once associated with cytoskeletal structure such as actin stress fiber as clearly demonstrated by Kim-Kaneyama et al. (19), Hic-5 down regulates f-actin contractility by its association with GIT1 an Arf GTPase activating protein (25) known to switch from cytoplasmic location to f-actin fibers (26). As stress fibers polymerization is a common biological response to mechanical stimulation (27), it can be speculated that shuttling of Hic-5 from focal adhesion to cytoskeleton increases f-actin turnover.

It is also known that Hic-5 can transfer from focal adhesions to the nucleus in response to H2O2 in MC3T3 osteoblast-like cells (28). Once localized in the nucleus, Hic-5 was involved of in endogenous c-fos induction by H2O2 in osteoblasts and stromal cells lines (28). Finally, Hic-5 was reported to bind to steroid receptors and act as a transcription coactivator in transient reporter assays (29, 30). As we demonstrated that Hic-5 is never localized within the nucleus (Fig. 4A) after cyclic strain, mechanical stimulation had a specific role in inducing Hic-5 association with the cytoskeleton. Identification of 12 Hic-5 isoforms (31) may explain
the range of biological responses attributed to Hic-5 and complicates interpretation of its role in mechanotransduction.

A fraction of PYK2 is associated Hic-5 nevertheless a large fraction of PYK2 remained in the cytoplasm or associated with focal contact proteins such as FAK, explaining that it was not possible to identify PYK2 associated with fibrillar structures of cytoskeleton such as f-actin fibers. We observed a strengthening of PYK2/FAK association under mechanical strain and in a previous study we found a critical role of PYK2 in the late activation of the MAP Kinases cascades (3). Interestingly, it was previously shown that FAK is a PYK2 substrate and that the tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK by PYK2 occurs at sites different from those necessary for the activation of the Grb2/Sos/MAPkinase pathway (5). The reinforcement of PYK2/FAK complex might facilitate phosphorylation of FAK and recruitment of other signalling proteins within focal contact such as Src or Fyn (32).

In summary, we showed that mechanical strain activated two homologue tyrosine kinases, PYK2 and FAK that are both involved in integrin signalling. Moreover, PYK2, which can also be activated in response to a variety of agonists, hormones, or ion channel activation, was found to be specifically associated to different proteins under strain depending of cell compartments. We showed PYK2 associated with Hic-5 in cytoplasmic compartement and with FAK at focal adhesion sites in strained cells (Fig. 4). The redistribution of focal contact proteins under mechanical strain suggested a new way of regulation that implied PYK2 both in cytoplasm compartment by severing the paxillin inhibitor Hic-5 and in focal contact by complexing and activating FAK.

In conclusion, as more and more data have been accumulated concerning intracellular signalling pathways of mechanotransduction in osteoblasts (33, 7), roles of individual molecules tend to become more and more obscure. Thus, some integrated studies are desirable to clarify the complicated intracellular signalling pathways as a whole. PYK2 may be an
important newcomer in the mechanotranduction field, as it was emphasized for endothelial cells (23), because it may be located at a critical crossing point of multiple signalling pathways.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Tyrosine phosphorylation of focal contact proteins induced by cyclic strain.
ROS 17/2.8 cells were lysed immediately (0'), 30 min (30') or 240 min (240') after the end of strain. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-phosphotyrosine rabbit polyclonal antibody
and immunoblotting with anti-P-tyr (PY99) antibody (Fig 1A). Four predominant bands were seen at 125, 116, 68 and 51 KDa showing a significant increase in phosphotyrosine after strain. (Control): unstretched control plate. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-FAK (Fig 1B) or with anti-PYK2 (Fig 1C) antibodies and immunoblotted with anti-Ptyr, anti-FAK or anti-PYK2 antibodies as indicated. Quantifications of FAK and PYK2 phosphorylation were performed by densitometric scanning of the bands. The data presented here are representative of at least two separate experiments. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-Paxillin (Fig 1D) and anti-Hic-5 antibodies (Fig 1E) and immunoblotted with anti-Ptyr, anti-Paxillin or anti-Hic-5 antibodies as indicated.

**Figure 2: Microscopic views of Paxillin, FAK, HIC-5 and PYK2 immunostaining in strained cells.**

Subconfluent monolayers of ROS17/2.8 were subjected to cyclic strain. Cells were then fixed and immunostained immediately after strain (0'), 30 minutes (30') or 240 minutes (240') after strain with anti-paxillin (Fig 2A), anti-FAK (Fig 2B), anti-Hic-5 (Fig 2C) and with anti-PYK2 antibody (Fig 2D). We observed that in controls and immediately after strain the four proteins were localized at focal contacts. Whatever the timing, Paxillin and FAK remained associated with focal contact proteins, this is in sharp contrast with the redistribution found for HIC-5 that is found cytoplasmic as soon as 30' after strain and clearly associated with fibrillar structures of the cytoskeleton 240 minutes after strain. As for PYK2 which presented a diffuse (cytoplasmic) and focal contact pattern at 0' and 240', we observed a complete diffusion of the staining 30' after strain. Bar 10 µm.

**Figure 3: Microscopic views of HIC-5 30’ and 240’ after cyclic strain.**
Subconfluent monolayers of ROS17/2.8 were subjected to cyclic strain. Cells were then fixed and immunostained 30 minutes (30’) or 240 minutes (240’) after strain with anti-Hic-5. Same field is illustrated in (A and B), Visualisation of Hic-5 in the nuclear plane (Fig. 3A) illustrated that Hic-5 was not present in the nucleus and that punctuated staining observed 30’ after cyclic strain were detected in apical structures of the cells (Fig. 3B). Hic-5 staining 240’ after strain illustrated that Hic-5 associated with fibrillar structures (white arrows) (Fig. 3C). Bars: 10 µm.

**Figure 4: Strain-induced modification of PYK2-containing complexes.**

Lysates from ROS 17/2.8 were immunoprecipitated using anti-PYK2 (A, C, D) or anti-Hic-5 (B) antibodies. The immune complexes were then Western-blotted with anti-Hic-5, anti-paxillin or anti-FAK antibodies as indicated. We found that under cyclic strain, PYK2 increased its association with FAK, and HIC-5 at the expense of HIC-5/Paxillin complex.

**Figure 5: Proposed mechanism of focal contact activation.**

Based on our results, we proposed that in unstrained conditions, a complex between Paxillin (PAX), HIC-5 and PYK2 inactivated focal contact by preventing the formation of a FAK/PYK2 complex and by maintaining inactive PAX in a Pax/HIC-5 complex. In strained conditions the severing of HIC-5 outside focal contact associated with the closer association of FAK and PYK2 could explained how cyclic strain activated focal adhesion leading to MAPK dependent pathways.
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[Diagram showing molecular interactions involving PYK2, FAK, Hic5, and PAX in control and 240' conditions, with annotations for inhibition and activation.]